Summer School

Post-Nuclear Urbanism

Visaginas July 22-31, 2019
**JULY 21, SUNDAY**

17.30 Check-In at Visaginas Parkas Hotel, Balto g. 1, Ramybes km.
19.30 Dinner

**JULY 22, MONDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)**

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Welcome
10.10 Individual introductions by participants and tutors
10.30 Andrei Stsiapanau: *Nuclear Energy in Transition. The Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant from Soviet under Lithuanian Rule*
11.30 Siarhei Liubimau: *Is There a ‘Nuclear’ Urbanism?*
12.30 Excursion to the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant Information Centre
15.00 Individual photo walk in Visaginas
17.30 Individual presentations and group reflections on the photo walk
19.00 Dinner

**JULY 23, TUESDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)**

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Tony Roberts: *Architecture with Holes in its Socks*
11.15 Presentation and discussion of a format of investment package (with Irina Morozova, project manager, ex-director of Visaginas Business Incubator)
12.15 Coffee and sandwiches
13.00 Future library site visit (with Agata Lavrinovič, architect from Visaginas municipality)

**JULY 24, WEDNESDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)**

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Radek Toman: *Urbanization Beyond Planning*
11.00 Field work
13.00 Coffee and sandwiches
13.45 Field work
16.30 Presentation and discussion of field work results
18.00 Tony Roberts: *The New ‘Ancients’*
19.00 Dinner

**JULY 25, THURSDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)**

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Jan Kristek: *Contemporary Urban Planning Ideologies*
11.00 Workshop
13.00 Coffee and sandwiches
13.40 Excursion to the Laboratory of Environmental Monitoring
16.00 Visit to the emerging Visaginas Town Museum (with Oksana Denisenko)
17.00 Eglė Bazaraitė: *IT(‘)S HISTORY: Cemetery as a Medium for Memory*
18.00 Łukasz Posłuszny: *Memory and Space: Post-Catastrophic Landscape*
19.00 Dinner
JULY 26, FRIDAY (VISAGINAS PARKAS HOTEL, BALTO G. 1, RAMYBES KM.)

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Meeting with Victor N. Shevaldin, former General Director of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant (1991-2010)
11.30 Workshop: creation of first draft of investment package
13.00 Coffee and sandwiches
13.45 Workshop: creation of first draft of investment package
16.00 Presentation and group discussion of the draft of investment package
17.00 Indrė Ruseckaitė: Visaginas in the Context of Soviet Lithuanian Architectural Legacy
18.00 Definition and discussion of the format of final presentation
19.00 Dinner

JULY 27, SATURDAY (VISAGINAS PARKAS HOTEL, BALTO G. 1, RAMYBES KM.)

9.30 Breakfast
10.30 Slow individual fieldwork
19.00 Dinner
20.30 Film

JULY 28, SUNDAY (VISAGINAS PARKAS HOTEL, BALTO G. 1, RAMYBES KM.)

9.30 Breakfast
10.30 Slow individual fieldwork
19.00 Dinner
20.30 Film

JULY 29, MONDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Siarhei Liubimau: Scale and Boundary In Urban Research
11.00 Setting plan for remaining three days
12.00 Field work
13.00 Coffee and sandwiches
14.00 Consultations at the municipality
15.00 Putting together final presentation
16.00 Final presentation and discussion
19.00 Dinner

JULY 30, TUESDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Alla Pigalskaya: Typography of Visaginas Urban Communication: Research and Design Project
11.00 Putting together final presentation
13.00 Coffee and sandwiches
13.45 Presentation and group discussion of updated draft of investment package
15.00 Putting together final presentation
19.00 Dinner

JULY 31, WEDNESDAY (HOUSE OF CREATION, VILTIES STR. 16)

9.00 Breakfast
10.00 Putting together final presentation
13.00 Coffee and sandwiches
13.45 Putting together final presentation
15.00 Final presentation and discussion
19.00 Dinner

AUGUST 1, THURSDAY (VISAGINAS PARKAS HOTEL, BALTO G. 1, RAMYBES KM.)

9.30 Breakfast
12.00 Departure